WHERE HAS BINBIN GONE?
Nhã Thuyền
Quang Toàn
- Mango, can you look after Binbin while I’m doing some gardening? – Dad asked.
Mango tried watching some books while looking after Binbin, but her eyes got heavier and heavier for drowsiness.
Mango dozed off. At the very same moment, Binbin woke up.
- What’s behind the sofa? – Binbin got curious.
- Oh no, Binbin has gone.
- Where has he gone?
- He’s not behind the sofa.
- He’s not under the table.
- Oh Dad, Binbin has disappeared! – Mango called Dad in panic.
Aga... aga... Aga... aga...
- Well, with all that crawling, I have found nothing.
- Isn’t Binbin still sleeping there, Mango? – Dad asked with surprise. - Maybe I was dreaming? – Mango wondered.
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